THE RITE OF THE EUCHARISTIC LITURGY IN THE OLDEST
RUSSIAN LEITOURGIKA (13TH-14TH CENTURIES)
Michael ZHELTOV

PRELIMINARY REMARKS
In this article I shall present the main results of my research of the
prayers and other euchological elements peculiar to the oldest extant
Russian Leitourgika (Sluzhebniki) manuscripts of the 13th-14th centuries.
These antedate the Russian liturgical reform of the turn of the 14-15th centuries, when new translations of liturgical texts, including the Diataxis of
Philotheos Kokkinos and corresponding new redactions of the eucharistic formularies, were introduced into Russian worship. One can find
the details of this research in a series of my Russian articles: ‘The Rite
of the Divine Liturgy in the Oldest (11th-14th-centuries) Slavonic Euchologia’1 (in this article one can also find a full bibliography on the topic),
‘The Prayers During Clergy Communion in the Old-Russian Leitourgika’,2 ‘The Priestly Prayers before the Beginning of the Divine Liturgy
in the Old-Russian Leitourgika’,3 and ‘Additional Prayers at the End of
the Divine Liturgy According to the Slavonic Leitourgika of the 11-14th
centuries’.4 What follows is but a brief résumé of the results I reached in
those studies.
There are thirty-two manuscripts of the oldest — I will call them prePhilothean — Russian redactions of the eucharistic formularies of
St Basil (BAS) and St John Chrysostom (CHR).5 These exclude four

1

M. Zheltov [M. Çeltov], ‘Win Boçestvennoî liturgii v drevneîjih (XI–
XIV vv.) slavqnskih Sluçebnikah’, Bogoslovskie trudx 41 (2007) 272-359.
2
Idem, ‘Molitvx vo vremq priwaÏeniq svqÏennosluçiteleî v drevnerusskih
Sluçebnikah XIII–XIV v.’, Drevnqq Rusà: voprosx medievistiki 35 (2009) 75-92.
3
Idem, ‘SvqÏenniweskie molitvx pered nawalom liturgii v drevnerusskih
Sluçebnikah’ (in print).
4
Idem, ‘Dopolnitelànxe molitvx slavqnskih Sluçebnikov XI–XIV vv. v
konce liturgii’ (in preparation).
5
A complete list of them is given in Zheltov, ‘Win Boçestvennoî liturgii’ (see
n. 1), pp. 281-285. It counts 33 manuscripts, but two of them — Saint-Petersburg, Russian National Library O. p. I. 4 and Baltimore, Walters Art Museum W. 548, — as Anatoly Turilov has recently pointed out, are in fact just two parts of one and the same codex.
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late-14th-century witnesses which already contain the Diataxis of Philotheos and any later manuscripts (though many of these could still preserve
this or that element of the pre-Philothean practice). What one finds in
these sources is by no means a pure Constantinopolitan redaction of the
liturgies of CHR, BAS and the Presanctified liturgy (PRES). Of course,
this classical set of the three liturgies still consists here of the same
prayers as everywhere — i. e., the Prothesis prayer, the prayer of the
first antiphon, etc. But the oldest Russian Leitourgika also contain many
other prayers, which are not to be found in the famous Constantinopolitan Euchologia. One could compare this phenomenon with other ‘peripheral’ redactions of CHR, such as the South Italian ones studied
by André Jacob, and, more recently, by Stefano Parenti.6 Indeed, there
are some points of similarity between the South Italian sources and the
pre-Philothean Russian Leitourgika, but there are also many differences.

ALTERNATIVE PRAYERS
BAS

OF

SOUTH ITALIAN CHR

IN THE

OLD-RUSSIAN

As Jacob has shown, the most characteristic of the ancient South Italian redactions of CHR is the set of three prayers of Oriental provenance
which are used instead of normal Constantinopolitan prayers of, respectively: the Prothesis, the Trisagion and the Little Entrance.7 Besides
these prayers, one often finds in the South Italian manuscripts of CHR
other alternative prayers, namely: of incense, of the skeuophylakion (at
the end of the liturgy), of the Great Entrance, of the Elevation, — as
well as many festal opisthambonoi prayers and additional prayers during
clergy communion.
According to Jacob, in the oldest stage of development of manuscript
formularies of CHR and BAS, it was BAS that was always written first
and in full. CHR was written after BAS and in the earliest manuscripts
was not a complete, but an abbreviated, formulary; it contained only
6
See a survey of studies on the history of manuscript tradition of CHR and BAS,
which includes the works of the two mentioned as well as other scholars (Alexey Dmitrievsky, Sergey Muretov, Juan Mateos, Robert Taft, to name but a few), in: Zheltov,
‘Win Boçestvennoî liturgii’ (see n. 1), pp. 347-359.
7
A. Jacob, ‘La tradition manuscrite de la liturgie de saint Jean Chrysostome
(VIIIe-XIIe siècles)’, in Eucharisties d’Orient et d’Occident (Conférences Saint-Serge:
1er Semaine liturgique de l’Institut Saint-Serge), vol. 2, Lex Orandi 46 (Paris, 1970),
pp. 109-138. This article is a brief résumé of his unpublished and invaluable doctoral dissertation, defended in 1968.
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those prayers that were peculiar to CHR. In Constantinople they just
filled the lacunae in CHR with the corresponding prayers from BAS, but
in South Italy they eventually filled the lacunae in CHR with some
prayers taken from the Oriental liturgies of St Mark (MK) and St James
(JAS). I have already mentioned that there were several such prayers, but
the most prominent feature of the ancient South Italian redactions was the
use of three Oriental prayers instead of the Constantinopolitan prayers of
the Prothesis, the Trisagion and the Little Entrance in the rite of CHR.
These three prayers are presented in the pre-Philothean Russian Sluzhebniki as well, but here they do not form a three-prayer set, belonging
to CHR. Instead, two of these three prayers (those of the Prothesis and
of the Trisagion) belong to BAS, not CHR. In BAS they form a fourprayer set, which also includes particular incense and opisthambonos
prayers. So there is some resemblance between South Italian and OldRussian traditions, but they are not identical.
I will give the Slavonic texts of these four prayers in full, providing
the corresponding Greek texts and some comments. One should keep in
mind that in the oldest Slavonic Leitourgika the texts are even less stable
than in the Greek Euchologia. I will cite these and the other prayers
according to the Leitourgikon Jaroslavl’ Museum 15472, ca. 1328-1336
AD, which has never been published.

1. Alternative Prayers of Old-Russian BAS
1.1. Incense Prayer
Влдко ги бе нашь ·
приимыи авелевы дары
· и ароновы и новы ·
аврамовы и самоилевы ·
и захарьины · и всѣхъ
стыхъ твоихъ · тако и
ѿ рукъ нашихъ приими
кадило сиѥ въ воню
блгоханья · и въ
ѿданьѥ грѣховъ
нашихъ · и всѣхъ
людии твоихъ · яко
блгвисѧ и прослависѧ ·
пречтьноѥ и ве 
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The original Greek text (= one of
incense prayers of JAS, MK and
11th-century Arabic version of CHR):
¨O Qeóv, ö prosdezámenov ‰Abel
tà d¬ra, N¬e kaì ˆAbraàm t®n
qusían, ˆAarÑn kaì Haxaríou tò
qumíama, prósdezai kaì êk xeiròv
™m¬n t¬n ämartwl¬n tò qumíama
toÕto eîv ôsm®n eûwdíav kaì
ãƒesin t¬n ämarti¬n ™m¬n kaì
pantòv toÕ laoÕ Sou· ºti
eûlogjménov üpárxeiv kaì prépei
Soi ™ dóza t¬ç Patrì kaì t¬ç Uï¬ç
kaì t¬ç ägíwç Pneúmati, nÕn kaì âeì
kaì eîv toùv aî¬nav t¬n aîÉnwn.
ˆAmßn.
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1.2. Prothesis Prayer
Ги
 іс е хе хлѣбе животныи
· преложивыи въ прстоѥ
своѥ тѣло хлѣбъ · и
пречтую свою кровь въ
вино · за мирьскыи
животъ · винограде
свѣте истиньныи ·
призри на дары сия ·
приими въ небсныи свои
ѡлтарь въ воню
блгоханья · помѧни
члвколюбьче принесъшая · и за нѧже суть
принесли · и насъ
неѡсужены съхрани ·
яко ѡстисѧ и
прослависѧ · пречтноѥ
имѧ твоѥ со ѡцмь и
стымь дхомь и ны 

The original Greek text (= Prothesis
prayer in various Egyptian liturgies
and in South Italian redactions of
CHR. NB: known Greek redactions
of the prayer differ substantially from
the Old-Russian one; Coptic and
Ethiopian redactions are noticeably
closer): Kúrie ö Qeòv ™m¬n,
<Bochairic version of the same
prayer: nqok gar pe piwik
etonà,> ö proqeìv ëautòn âmnòn
ãmwmon üpèr t±v toÕ kósmou
hw±v, ∂ƒide êƒ’ ™m¢v kaì êpì tòn
ãrton toÕton kaì êpì tò potßrion
toÕto, kaì poíjson aûtò ãxrantón
sou s¬ma kaì tímión sou aﬁma, eîv
metáljcin cux¬n kaì swmátwn.
ÊOti ™gíastai kaì dedózasqai tò
pántimon kaì megaloprepév·

1.3. Trisagion Prayer
Сте стыхъ бе нашь ·
ѥдинъ стъ на стыхъ
почивая · стъ ѥси иже
неизмѣрную славу себѣ
стѧжавъ · стыи бе иже
словомь всѧчьская
съставивыи · стыи бе
ѥгоже четверозрачнии
животи непрестаньномь
глмь славѧтъ · стыи бе
иже ѿ множьства
стыхъ англъ
невидѣньѥмь ·
трепещющимъ ·
покланѧѥмъ и
словословимъ · стыи бе
иже многочитыми
херовимы немолчьными
гласы · несыпающімь
ѡкомь · призирая и
прикланѧя хо своѥ ·
стыи бе на
шестокрилатыхъ
сѣрафимѣхъ сѣдѧи · и
дарѧюще
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The original Greek text (= prayer
from the rite of sanctification of the
Nile waters and a substitute
Trisagion prayer in South Italian
redactions of CHR): ÊAgie ägíwn ö
Qeòv ™m¬n· ö mónov †giov kaì ên
ägíoiv ânapaúomenov· †giov
üpárxeiv· ö t®n ânupérbljton
dózan ên aût¬ç kektjménov· †giov
ö Qeòv ö lógwç tà pánta
sustjsámenov· †giov ö Qeòv Ωn tà
tetrámorƒa h¬a âkatapaústwç
ƒwn±Ç dozáhousin· †giov ö Qeòv ö
üpò plßqouv ägíwn âggélwn kaì
ârxaggélwn âorasíaç tremóntwn
proskunoúmenov kaì
dozologoúmenov· †giov ö Qeòv ö
to⁄v poluómmasin xeroubeìm t±Ç
âsigßtwç ƒwn±Ç t¬ç âkoimßtwç
∫mmati êpiblépwn kaì êpiklínwn
tò oŒv sou· †giov ö Qeòv ö to⁄v
ëzapterúgoiv seraƒeìm
êpoxoúmenov kaì krotoúntwn tàv
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своими крилы ·
побѣдную пѣ поюще стъ
стъ стъ гь саваѡфъ
приѥмлѧи · стъ бо ѥси
бе нашь · и ѥмуже
начала и власти и
гьства на нбси
покланѧютсѧ и на
земли человѣци
хвалѧтъ и чтуть · ты
самъ члвколюбче ·
приими ѿ стъ насъ
грѣшныхъ · трестую пѣ
приносимую · ѿ насъ ѡ
всѣхъ людехъ твоихъ ·
и посли намъ батыя
млсти · и щедроты
твоя · млтвами стыя
бца и всѣхъ сты ѿ
вѣка гожьшихъ ті ·
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ëaut¬n ptérugav kaì tòn êpiníkion
Àmnon ümnoúntwn tó· ÊAgiov †giov
†giov Kúriov SabaÑq
prosdexómenov· †giov gàr e˝ ö
Qeòv ™m¬n Ωn ârxaì kaì êzousíai
kuriótjtev ên oûran¬ç
proskunoÕsin· kaì êpì g±v
ãnqrwpoi ânumnoÕsin kaì
sébousin· aûtòv ƒilánqrwpe
prósdezai kaì êk stómatov ™m¬n
t¬n ämartwl¬n tòn triságion
Àmnon· prosƒerómenon par’ ™m¬n
kaì parà pantòv toÕ laoÕ sou· kaì
katápemcon ™m⁄n ploÕsia tà êléj
kaì toùv oîktirmoúv sou·
presbeíaiv t±v ägíav Qeotókou
kaì pántwn t¬n ägíwn t¬n âp’
aî¬nóv soi eûarestjsántwn· ºti
†giov e˝ ö Qeòv ™m¬n kaì ên
ägíoiv êpanapaúei kaì soì t®n
dózan ânapémpomen·

1.4. Opisthambonos Prayer
Влк
 о ги
 іс е хе бе нашь ·
съподобивыи ны своя
славы ѡбещникомъ
быти · причащеньѥмъ
стхъ твоихъ таинъ
животворѧщих · ихже
ради смрти твоѥя и
воскрн
 ья · ѡбразъ
творити предалъ си
намъ · тѣхъ ради и
насъ въ стни твоѥи
съхрани · поминающимъ
твою блгт
 ь воину · тебѣ
живущему за ны
мершему · и вставъшю
служивъшю с намі · и
бжт
 венымъ твоимъ
таинамъ
послуживъшимъ · рѧдъ
блгострои · и много
дерзновеньѥ на
страшнѣмь твоѥмь
судищи · миръ мирови
твоѥму даруи · и
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The original Greek text (= an
opisthambonos prayer witnessed in
many mss of CHR and BAS (both
Constantinopolitan and nonConstantinopolitan) and of JAS; the
prayer is widespread in the ancient
Georgian manuscript tradition):
Dóza soi Kúrie ˆIjsoÕ Xristè ö
Swt®r ™m¬n· ö katazíwsav ™m¢v
t±v dózjv sou koinwnoùv
genésqai· dià t±v t¬n ägiwn sou
mustjríwn kaì hwopoioÕ
metalßcewv· di’ ˜n toÕ qanátou
sou kaì tjv ânastásewv túpon
tele⁄n parédwkav ™m⁄n· di’ aût¬n
kaì ™m¢v ên t¬ç ägiasm¬ç sou
diaƒúlazon· memnjménouv t±v s±v
xáritov dià pantòv· kaì sunh¬ntav
t¬ç üpèr ™m¬n âpoqanónti kaì
êgerqénti to⁄v sulleitourgßsasin
™m⁄n· kaì to⁄v qeíoiv sou
mustjríoiv diakonßsasin baqmòn
âgaqòn peripoíjson· kaì poll®n
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црквамъ твоимъ и
сщеникомъ · и
блговѣрнымъ кнѧземъ
нашимъ · им
 ѧ
 · воѥмъ ·
и всѣмъ людемъ
твоимъ · ты бо ѥси
истинныи бъ на
 ·
животъ вѣчныи · тебе
славу всылаѥмъ ѡцю 

parrjsían t®n êpì toÕ ƒoberoÕ
bßmatov sou· <here comes an
insertion — a piece of the standard
opisthambonos prayer: Eîrßnjn t¬ç
kósmwç sou dÉrjsai, ta⁄v
êkkljsíaiv sou, to⁄v ïereÕsi, to⁄v
basileÕsin ™m¬n, t¬ç strat¬ç kaì
pantì t¬ç la¬ç sou.> Sù gàr e˝ ö
âljqjnòv Qeòv ™m¬n kaì hw®
aîÉniov· kaì soi t®n dózan
ànapémpomen·

Unlike the prayers of the Prothesis and the Trisagion, the prayer of the
Little Entrance from the South Italian CHR is not used in the Old-Russian Leitourgika as an alternative prayer of BAS. Instead, it could be
included either in CHR or BAS. And it does not function as an alternative, but as an additional prayer, i. e., it does not replace the corresponding Constantinopolitan prayer (as the four alternative prayers of BAS
do), but is inserted into the formulary elsewhere and forms a completely
new unit. Some manuscripts use this Little Entrance prayer at the beginning of the liturgy (in this case it is entitled, за входѧщая въ
цьркъвь — ‘[A Prayer] for Those Entering the Church’); others
attach it to the Great Entrance, but never use it to replace another prayer.
It is, however, not characteristic of pre-Philothean Russian eucharistic
practice; it is written in the manuscripts quite rarely, while the four
prayers cited above are very common in the Old-Russian BAS.
Besides the four-prayer BAS set, in the pre-Philothean Russian Sluzhebniki there is only one prayer that could be used as an alternative
one. It is the alternate prayer during the Great Entrance. It is a variant
redaction of the Great Entrance prayer of JAS and is sometimes found in
the South Italian manuscripts in the same function. Among the prePhilothean Russian Leitourgika it is found in just two manuscripts, i.e. it
is very rare.

ADDITIONAL PRAYERS OF THE OLD-RUSSIAN EUCHARISTIC FORMULARIES
But alternative prayers of BAS are by no means the most conspicuous
feature of the pre-Philothean Russian Leitourgika. These manuscripts
are overloaded with many additional prayers, inserted here or there and
forming absolutely new yet stable units in the eucharistic formulary.
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This is unparalleled in the South Italian witnesses. It should be noted
that Greek originals of many of these additional prayers are unknown.
These additional prayers of the pre-Philothean Russian Leitourgika are
found in four places of the formulary:8
–
–
–
–

before the liturgy [always];
during the Great Entrance [sometimes];
during clergy communion [always];
at the end of the liturgy [nearly always].

There are also some festal opisthambonoi prayers (used indiscriminately in both CHR and BAS9), a couple of prayers intended for an episcopal liturgy (peculiarities of the episcopal rite are described in two of
the extant pre-Philothean Russian Sluzhebniki), and a few prayers found
in unique manuscripts only (either at the same positions as listed, or during the prothesis, or before the gospel reading10). Some of the additional
prayers before and at the end of the liturgy, and during clergy communion are widespread, others are not. In general, contents of the Russian
pre-Philothean Leitourgika are extremely variable. To a person accustomed to the standard printed editions of liturgical books this could even
look like some sort of chaos. Nevertheless, there clearly are some patterns here.
Before discussing these patterns I should say a few words about the
role of BAS in the Russian pre-Philothean Leitourgika. Here BAS is
already a secondary formulary. Although in two manuscripts BAS comes
first,11 even here its secondary role is clear. In both manuscripts CHR is
more complete than BAS, and instead of filling the lacunae in BAS the
scribes just refer the reader to the formulary of CHR. One is tempted to

8
One could note how astonishingly this confirms the idea of Robert Taft concerning
the so-called ‘soft points’ of the Byzantine Eucharist: R. Taft, ‘How Liturgies Grow: The
Evolution of the Byzantine “Divine Liturgy”’, Orientalia Christiana Periodica 43 (1977)
8-30.
9
While the alternative opisthambonos prayer of BAS cited above is a fixed element
of the formulary of BAS.
10
Except the unique witness of Moscow, State Historical Museum, Synodal Collection 598 (datirovka), pre-Philothean Russian Leitourgika do not contain a prayer before
the gospel reading — as do not the Greek Euchologia prior to the turn of the 14-15th
centuries. See J. Mateos, La Célébration de la Parole dans la liturgie byzantine, Orientalia Christiana Analecta 191 (Rome, 1971), pp. 139-140.
11
Namely, Moscow, State Historical Museum, Synodal Collection 604 and SaintPetersburg, Russian National Library, Solovetskoje collection 1017/1126. Both belong to
the 13th century.
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state that the secondary role of BAS hints that the Slavonic translation
dates from the 11th century and not earlier, but that would not be correct:
in the famous Glagolitic Sinai Leitourgikon,12 — despite Nachtigal and
others — BAS also comes after CHR,13 and this witness contains a 10thcentury Slavonic text. Rather, the secondary role of BAS means that the
Slavonic translation of eucharistic formularies was of monastic origin:
the monks could have already made CHR to be the first formulary in a
translated text without touching their Greek models.14 In the Old-Russian Leitourgika BAS often forms a block not with CHR, but with PRES.
More precisely, besides the manuscripts containing the combination
CHR+BAS+PRES, there are many which consist only of CHR, or only
of BAS+PRES, and in a few CHR is separated from BAS+PRES by a
number of non-eucharistic rites.
The secondary role of BAS resulted in abbreviating its written text.
Sometimes it was copied in full, with all the standard prayers plus the
additional ones, but more often the scribe provided only those prayers
which differ from CHR, including the block of four alternative prayers
described above, sometimes also abbreviated. Therefore I conclude
that the absence of this or that additional prayer from an Old-Russian
manuscript of BAS without CHR does not prove that this or that prayer
was not in use. Moreover, many manuscripts are fragmentary, and
their lacunae do not allow one to conclude that an additional prayer
has or has not been present at the corresponding place of the formulary. Taking these two facts into account, I have noticed that while
some non-standard additional prayers are found in the manuscripts
inconsistently, others are found virtually everywhere.15 While the
12

I. e., a few Glagolitic folia from Sinai now kept at Saint-Petersburg (Russian
National Library, Glagolitic 2 and Library of the Academy of Sciences 24. 4. 8). The
handwriting is of the 11th century, but the philologists consider the manuscript’s contents
to be of the 10th century. The question of identity of the Sinai Glagolitic Leitourgikon
with the Sinai Glagolitic Euchologion is an open one, but scholars often take them to be
the parts of one manuscript.
13
See T. Afanasyeva [T. Afanasàeva], ‘K voprosu o porqdke sledovaniq listov i sostave Sinaîskogo glagoliweskogo Sluçebnika XI v.’, Palaeobulgarica
29: 3 (2005) 17-35.
14
Concerning the probable reasons of giving CHR prevalence before BAS, see
S. Parenti, ‘La “vittoria” nella Chiesa di Constantinopoli della Liturgia di Crisostomo
sulla Liturgia di Basilio’, in Comparative Liturgy Fifty Years After Anton Baumstark:
Acts of the International Congress, eds. R. F. Taft and G. Winkler, Orientalia Christiana
Analecta 265 (Rome, 2001), pp. 907-928; S. Alexopoulos, ‘The Influence of Iconoclasm
on Liturgy: A Case Study’, in Worship Traditions in Armenia and the Neighboring
Christian East, ed. R. R. Ervine, AVANT Series 3 (New York, 2006), pp. 127-137.
15
‘Virtually’ here means that either a prayer is present, or there is a lacuna at its
place, or what do we have is BAS, which is often abbreviated.
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prayers found virtually everywhere should belong to the original core
of the pre-Philothean Russian redaction of the eucharistic formularies,
the others could have been added later, or were omitted from this core
at an early date.16

2. Additional Prayers of the Old Russian CHR and BAS
2.1. Priestly Prayers before the Liturgy
Among the priestly prayers before the liturgy presented in the prePhilothean Russian Leitourgika, two belong to the original core (there
are three more, two of which could be also used in the context of the
Great Entrance). Greek originals of both are unknown, here are the texts
of them:
2.1.a
Влк
 о ги

вседержителю · не хотѧ съмрти
грѣшникомъ · но ѡбращеньѥ давыи ны · и показа
намъ путь новъ и стъ · ѡбразъ показа покаянью
дрѣвнимь блудникомь · древнимь разбоиникомь ·
древьнимъ мытоимьцемь · подавъ блудницѣ
источникъ слезъ · тѣмже влко и мене съподоби
· не поминая моихъ бещисленыхъ соблазнъ · но
мимоведи моя прегрѣшенья · ѥдинъ бо ѥси
безъгрѣшенъ · млрдъ и премлтивъ · каясѧ ѡ
зълобахъ члвчьскыхъ приѥмлѧ покланѧньѥ ѿ
всея твари хвалимыи непрестаньно · нбными
силами страшенъ сы херовимомь и сѣрафимомь ·
и ѿ тѣхъ службу неизреченну приѥмлѧ · и
пакы на земли собою ѡцю жертву взнесъ
заколеньѥ приимыи яко агнѧ незлобиво · и
своѥю кровью ѡсщь всь миръ · и повелѣвъ намъ
недостоинымъ · твоя ѿ твоихъ тебѣ приносити
· ты и нынѣ влко · презрѧ моя прегрѣшенья
разъдвигни ста моя · исполни я твоѥго
хваленья · срдце что созижи во мнѣ · и дхъ

16
As a comparison with the South Slavonic sources shows, actually they should be
later additions.
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правъ ѡбнови во тробѣ моѥи · и приими мѧ
дерзающа входити въ стлище твоѥ · и вознести
тебѣ твоя ѿ твоихъ · якоже предалъ ѥси стмъ
твоимъ чнкмъ · и мы ѿ тѣхъ приимъше ·
таинѣ твоѥи ѡбещници бываѥмъ · не по нашему
недостоиньству · но твоѥго ради млр
 дья ·
ѡмыи влк
 о гнусъ ѿ душа моѥя · и всего мѧ
ѡтинудь ѡсти · силою твоѥю невидимою · и
дхвною десницею твоѥю · нѣ бо вещи таящисѧ
ѿ тебе но всѧ ѡбнажена як нага · предо
ѡчима твоима суть · вѣдѣ же влко яко
несдѣланныхъ моихъ зрита ѡчи твои · и въ
книгахъ вьсѧ написаютсѧ · тѣмьже не ѡмерзи
моѥго недостоиньства · ни лица твоѥго ѿврати
ѿ мене · да не вращюсѧ смѣреныи посрамъленъ
· и студенъ ѿ тебе · но сподоби мѧ поработати
стмъ твоимъ таинамъ  яко подобаѥть ти
всѧка слава чть и поклонениѥ ·
2.1.b
Влк
 о ги
 бе нашь · нынѣ хотѧща приступити
· къ чюднѣи сеи и страшнѣи таинѣ · страхомь
ѡдержим

· не смѣю на нбо ѡчью възвести · ни
ру
 вздѣти на высоту бию · ни стну ѿверьсти
на млтву · ни внити в домъ бии · во нже
ѥдинъ толико ирѣи · ѥдиною лѣта вхожаше
службу творитъ · ѥмуже быхъ и азъ хотѣлъ
подобитисѧ · но не съмѣю приближити
 · къ
стѣи сеи и страшьнѣи трѧпезѣ · на неиже хощеть
взлещи · ѥдиночадыи снъ бии · гь
 ісъ
 хъ
 · и
раздробитисѧ на ды · подаясѧ вѣрнымъ на
ѡставленьѥ грѣховъ · и на жизнь вѣчную · но сего
ради дерзаю · на сию службу · понеже ты прия
влк
 о блуднаго сна покаявшасѧ · понеже прия
блудницю раскаявшюсѧ · и слезами ѡмывши
скверны своя · понеже приятъ разбоиника вопиюща
 вии твоѥмь · и ты не
· помѧни мѧ ги въ црт
поноси ѥму всѣ
 соблазънъ · но введе и в раи ·
да тѣмже млрд
 мь и намъ подаи же свою мл
 ть
· и приими нынѣ хотѧщая причаститисѧ стѣи
 о ѡчт
 и преже
твоѥи жертвѣ · ѥи молю тѧ влк
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смыслъ мои · и ѿмыи гнусъ ѿ дша моѥя · и
скверьну ѿ плоти моѥя · и всего мѧ съпрослави
· и спроста ѡсти силою твоѥю · да безъ ѡсуженья
твоѥго предъставъ · предъ лицемь славы твоѥя
· негли достоинъ буду ѡкриленья · ѥдиночадаго
сна твоѥго ба нашего · ѥмуже ѥсть слава съ
ѡцм и съ прстымь блгим 
Additional prayers before or after the Great Entrance do not belong to
the original core of the pre-Philothean Russian eucharistic formularies.17
2.2. Additional Prayers During Clergy Communion
Among the additional prayers during clergy communion (twelve such
prayers are witnessed) there are four which belong to the original core.
Greek originals of three of them are not established, and I have discovered the original of the fourth one among the prayers of JAS. Here are
their texts:
2.2.a
Даи же намъ ги ісе хе бе · избавитель рода
члвча · стоѥ тѣло и кровь · не въ судъ ни во
ѡсуженьѥ · но во ѿпущеньѥ дши моѥи · идеже
самъ живеши · и црт
 вуѥши со ѡцмь и стмь дхмь
и нынѧ и при
 
2.2.b
Буди мнѣ ги
 во ѿданьѥ грѣховъ · идеже стая
и прчт
 а вошла суть сщнья · ту ни ѥдинъ же
грѣхъ не ѡстанеть · млр
 дья ради бе · и
ѥдиночадаго сна твоѥго га
 нашего іса
 ха
 · съ
 нъ ѥси · съ престмь и блгимь 
нимже блгв

17
In the Russian 13-14th-century Leitourgika one can count four such prayers. They
form two stable pairs. The first one could also be placed among the priestly prayers
before the beginning of the liturgy, and includes a prayer which in the Greek sources is
known as an alternative Little Entrance prayer, and a prayer without a known Greek
original. The second one consists of a prayer from JAS (where it could be used in various
ways) and a prayer from the rite of ‘reconciliation of the warring’.
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2.2.c
Тѣло и кровь юже прияхъ влк
 о · даи же да не
будеть въ грѣхъ ни во ѡсуженьѥ но на потребленьѥ
грѣховъ · и на ѡчищеньѥ дши и тѣлу · яко
твоя держава и твоѥ црт
 виѥ · и сила и слава
ѡца 
2.2.d
Въ множьстве грѣховъ
моихъ · не ѿвьрьзи мене
влко бе моі · нынѧ бо
прихожю къ чюдеснм
и нбсном таиньству
не якоже достоинъ сы ·
но на твою възирая
великю блгость сию ·
простьръ гласъ свои ·
несмь достоинъ
възьрѣти на подобню
и дховьню сию
трѧпез · на неиже бъ
нашь · гь ісъ хъ · и
ѥдиночадыи снъ · и
всею сквьрною
ѡсквьрньшю ми сѧ ·
тѣмьже лежить на
жьртв сдробленъ ·
тѣмьже и молитв
приношю тебе · и прошю
ѻставльния грѣховъ ·
да бы ми пришьлъ
тѣшитель · и
ѻчистьль грѣховъ моихъ
· сильныи стыи твои
дхъ · креплѧя мѧ и
твьржая · да ѡ
чюднѣи славьнѣи
жьртвѣ · хвал тебе
всылаѥмъ ѻцю и сн и
стм дх і 
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Greek text (= priestly prayer in the
beginning of JAS): ˆEn plßqei
ämarti¬n memolusménon m® me
êzoudenÉsjÇ, Déspota Kúrie ö
Qeòv ™m¬n· îdoù gàr pros±lqon
t¬ç qeíwç toútwç kaì êpouraníwç
mustjríwç sou oûx Üv ãziov
üpárxwn, âll’ eîv t®n s®n
âƒor¬n âgaqótjta· âƒíjmí soi
t®n ƒwnßn, ö Qeòv ïlásqjtí moi
t¬ç ämartwl¬ç· Ømarton eîv tòn
oûranòn kaì ênÉpión sou kaì oûk
eîmi ãziov ântoƒqalm±sai t±Ç ïer¢ç
sou taútjÇ kaì pneumatik±Ç
trapéhjÇ, êƒ’ ¯Ç ö monogenßv sou
Uïòv kaì Kúriov ™m¬n ˆIjsoÕv
Xristòv êmoì t¬ç ämartwl¬ç kaì
katestigménwç pásjÇ kjl⁄di,
mustik¬v prókeitai eîv qusían.
Diò taútjn soi t®n ïkesían kaì
eûxaristían proságw toÕ
katapemƒq±naí moi tò PneÕmá
sou tò Parákljton ênisxÕon kaì
katartíhon me pròv t®n
leitourgían taútjn kaì t®n parà
soÕ moi t¬ç la¬ç êpaggelqe⁄san
ƒwn®n âkatakrítwv taútjn
âpoƒqégzasqai katazíwson ên
Xrist¬ç ˆIjsoÕ t¬ç Kuríwç ™m¬n,
meq’ oœ eûlogjtòv e˝ sùn t¬ç
panagíwç, âgaq¬ç, hwopoi¬ç kaì
ömoousíwç sou Pneúmati, nÕn kaì
âeì kaì eîv toùv aî¬nav t¬n
aîÉnwn. ˆAmßn.
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2.3. Additional Prayers at the End of the Liturgy
Finally, the additional prayers at the end of the liturgy are somewhere
after clergy communion; mostly, but not necessarily, after the opisthambonos prayer. The Greek originals of these six prayers, when known, are
invariably skeuophylakion prayers intended to be read in place of the
standard one. But in the Russian sources they never replace the skeuophylakion prayer and form new units in the formulary instead. The OldRussian Leitourgika have six such prayers,18 two of which belong to the
original pre-Philothean core. The Greek original of one of these two
comes from JAS, whereas for the other one is not known. Here are the
texts:
2.3.a
Ги бе нашь · приими маленую сию нашю
службу и хвалу яко раби недостоинї суще ·
ѥже ти бѣхомъ должни творити · сътворихомъ
· за немощь нашю · и за множеньѥ грѣхъ
наши · никтоже бо ѥсть достоинъ · по лѣпотѣ
тѧ восхвалимъ · ты бо ѥдинъ ѥси кроме грѣха
· тебѣ славу всы 
2.3.b
Приходѧщая ѿ силы въ
силу · мы грѣшнии · и
недостоинии раби твои ·
воспѣваѥмъ цртвиѥ
твоѥ 

Greek text (= prayer in the end of
JAS, widespread in South Italian
redactions of CHR and BAS; the text
of the prayer has many variations):
ˆEk dunámewv eîv dúnamin
poreuómenoi ™me⁄v oï ämartwloì
[∂nqa tà †gia t¬n ägíwn
âpotíqontai] <ümnoÕmen t®n
basileían sou> nÕn kaì âeì kaì
eîv toùv aî¬nav t¬n aîÉnwn.
ˆAmßn.

18
In a unique manuscript, Moscow, Russian State Archive of Ancient Acts, Synodal
Typography 40, the liturgy ends with an additional prayer to the Mother of God, to be
read before eating the prosphora which was offered in her name.
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PRE-PHILOTHEAN RUSSIAN EUCHARISTIC FORMULARIES: A WITNESS
SOME LOST GREEK TRADITION?

TO

To sum up, the pre-Philothean redactions of the Russian eucharistic
formularies contain a number of peculiar prayers, most of which are
used as additions to the standard formulary. In other words, only a few
prayers actually replaced the standard ones; these are the four alternative
prayers in BAS and the festal opisthambonoi prayers. All the others
were inserted alongside the standard prayers and formed new units in the
formularies. Many of these prayers were added around the turn of the
14th sentury.19 But there is also a complex of prayers, consisting of four
alternative prayers of BAS (which is already a secondary formulary) and
eight additional prayers of both CHR and BAS: two before the beginning and two at the end of the liturgy, as well as four prayers during
clergy communion. This complex of prayers was introduced into Russian practice not later than the turn of the 13th century.20
This Old-Russian distinguished prayer complex has some resemblance
to the various South Italian Greek traditions, as well as to the Palestinian
tradition (there are some prayers from JAS), but it is by no means identical to either. In Russian practice these peculiar prayers were used in a
very special way, and a half of them are found neither in the South Italian Euchologia, nor in the manuscripts of JAS. The crucial question is:
did this complex form within the Russian tradition itself, or did it originate elsewhere? To answer this question one must turn to the early
South Slavonic sources.

THE GLAGOLITIC SINAI LEITOURGIKON
SOUTH SLAVONIC SOURCES

AND

OTHER PRE-PHILOTHEAN

The Glagolitic Sinai Leitourgikon contains the oldest preserved text
of a Slavonic translation of the Byzantine eucharistic formularies. This

19
These are never present in the 13th-century manuscripts, but already appear in the
Leitourgika of the first half of the 14th century. Interestingly, Greek originals of some of
these are attested in the Athonite manuscripts. This localization together with the date of
these additions suggests that they were an outcome of the liturgical activity of Serbs and
Bulgarians on Athos in the second half of the 13th century. This needs further investigation.
20
This is the date of the oldest preserved Russian Leitourgikon, Moscow, State
Historical Museum, Synodal 604.
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text represents the Bulgarian recension of CHR and BAS of the 10-11th
centuries and goes back to the Bulgarian translations of the turn of the
10th century.
What does one find here? Here is the list of characteristic features of
the eucharistic formularies in the Sinai Glagolitic Leitourgikon:
1.
2.
3.

4.

The primary eucharistic formulary is CHR; BAS is written after it.
BAS — and not CHR! — contains the same alternative Prothesis
prayer as do the Old-Russian sources (the rest of BAS is lost).
CHR contains additional prayers in exactly the same positions as in
the pre-Philothean Russian Sluzhebniki: an additional prayer before
the liturgy and an additional prayer at the end of it (alas, the communion section is lost, but we can suppose again that it also contained the additional prayers).
Moreover, the prayer at the end of the liturgy is precisely the prayer
2.3.a from the Old-Russian Leitourgika cited above; the prayer in
the beginning, though, is not the same as any of the Russian prayers,
although it has some resemblance to the prayer 2.1.b.

Obviously, this is something very similar to the pre-Philothean Russian eucharistic formularies. Yet, the language and the wording of the
extant parts of the anaphora of CHR in the Glagolitic Sinai Leitourgikon
are somewhat different from the Old-Russian redaction. Still, despite the
differences, the main features of the Glagolitic Sinai Leitourgikon and of
the pre-Philothean Russian Leitourgika are the same. This means that
the Russian pre-Philothean redaction is a descendant of the Bulgarian
translations of the 10th century, but at some point the Russians edited
and corrected them, most probably in the 11th century in Kiev.
The Glagolitic Sinai manuscript is the only South Slavonic Leitourgikon of the 11th century. There are five South Slavonic Leitourgika of
the 13th century, and forty of the 14th.21 Most of those from the 14th century date from the second half or even the last years of that century, and
21
See the full list in: Zheltov, ‘Win Boçestvennoî liturgii’ (see n. 1), pp. 336339. I should notice here that one manuscript in this list — Belgrade, Patriarchal Library
365, 14th century, — which I have not consulted until recently, is not a Leitourgikon, but
contains only the rite of consecration of a church. It could be also noted that Radu
Constantinescu mentions a few Slavonic Leitourgika of the 13-14th centuries which are
not on my list. See R. Constantinescu, ‘Euthyme de Tarnovo et la réforme liturgique au
XIVe siècle’, Etudes balkaniques 3 and 4 (1986) 62-78 and 53-80. However, his datings
of these are not confirmed neither by their descriptions in the manuscript catalogues, nor
by consulting them de visu.
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they already contain the Diataxis of Philotheos. Most of the earlier
manuscripts already show clear signs of standardization and ‘constantinopolization’ of the liturgy. But some earlier Bulgarian Leitourgika22
still witness to the same peculiarities of the eucharistic formularies,
which I have traced in both Old-Russian sources and in the Glagolitic
Sinai Leitourgikon. This proves the Bulgarian origins of the Russian
pre-Philothean complex of non-standard prayers of CHR and BAS. The
same could be also shown on the rubrical and formulaic level: the OldRussian Leitourgika contain a few very distinct rubrics and formulae,
which are also found in the 13th-century South Slavonic sources.

CONCLUSIONS
According to the results of my research, the history of the Russian
eucharistic formularies began with an acceptance of the 10th-century
Bulgarian translation of CHR, BAS and PRES. In this translation CHR
already was the primary formulary, in BAS some standard prayers were
replaced by alternative ones, and in both CHR and BAS there were also
additional prayers, which formed new units in the formulary. This happened at the end of the 10th century. In the 11th century, presumably, the
Russians did their own re-working of the eucharistic formularies, which
existed until the end of the 14th century. In the 13-14th centuries new
additional prayers were added to the formularies, some of them coming
from the South Slavonic milieu, others probably being added by the
Russians themselves. Finally, by the end of the 14th century the Russians
accepted a completely new translation of CHR, BAS and PRES, where
CHR and BAS followed the Diataxis of Philotheos. All the peculiar
prayers were gone.23
The peculiar features of the oldest pre-Philothean Slavonic redaction of
the eucharistic formularies, which stand behind the Old-Russian and the
most ancient Bulgarian manuscripts, are not attested in the classical Constantinopolitan sources. They bear some resemblance to the characteristic
22

Namely, Moscow, State Historical Museum, Khloudovskoye 117 (13th c.), Uvarovskoye 46 (first half of the 14th c.), and Synodal Greek 484 (turn of the 13-14th centuries;
here: fol. 1 and 314, used for binding a Greek manuscript).
23
Yet in the 15-16th centuries this or that prayer from the ancient manuscripts accidentally happened to be introduced into the post-Philothean Russian Leitourgika. Only in
the middle of the 17th century the Russian Sluzhebnik finally obtained its current form,
based on the Ukrainian editions of the beginning of the same century. The latter, in their
turn, were based on Greek editions printed in the 16th century in Italy.
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features of the South Italian and Palestinian Greek traditions, yet they are
different. Therefore, it is clear that the oldest Slavonic sources are witnesses to some other tradition, the corresponding Greek sources of which
are lost (or, let us hope, have not been discovered yet). This should not be
a surprise. Everyone knows that the ancient lectionary of Jerusalem is
preserved only in Armenian and Georgian translations; the ancient Jerusalem Tropologion only in the Georgian manuscripts of Udzvelesi Iadgari; the Typikon of the Patriarch of Constantinople, Alexios the Studite,
only in the Old-Russian translation, etc.
Concerning the tradition witnessed in the oldest Slavonic Leitourgika,
it is not at all clear what ecclesiastical center it belonged to. I suggest
that it was Thessalonica. First of all, it is natural to suppose that Bulgarian liturgical translations of the 10th century were made using the Thessalonian originals, because the Greek-Slavonic contacts at the time were
the most intense exactly in the Thessalonian region. Secondly, Pentkovsky came to the same conclusions of a Thessalonian origin of the earliest Slavonic liturgy after he studied not the euchological, but the hymnographic and lectionary material.24 Thirdly, even the late Thessalonian
authors of the 14-15th centuries witness that the Thessalonian Church
was observing its own distinct liturgical usages. St Nicholas Cabasilas
even cites our prayer 2.3.b (this citation remained unnoticed by the editors of his commentary25).
If the Thessalonian theory is correct, then the oldest Slavonic Leitourgika present us with an invaluable picture of 9-10th-century Thessalonian
eucharistic practice. But even if it is not correct, the oldest Slavonic
material is a precious source for further study. In any case, the overall
picture of Byzantine liturgical history is more complex than was thought
of before. The so-called ‘Byzantine rite’ is not a single tradition, but a
set of close traditions, both interfering with and/or originating from and
influencing one another.
24

A. Pentkovsky [A. M. Pentkovskiî], ‘Slavqnskoe bogosluçenie i
slavqnskaq gimnografiq vizantiîskogo obrqda v X veke’, in Liturgische
Hymnen nach byzantinischem Ritus bei den Slaven in ältester Zeit, eds. H. Rothe and
D. Christians (Paderborn e.a., 2007), pp. 16-26; A. Pentkovsky and M. Yovcheva
[A. Pentkovskiî, M. Îovweva], ‘Prazdniwnxe i voskresnxe blaçennx v vizantiîskom i slavqnskom bogosluçenii VIII–XIII vv.’, Palaeobulgarica 15: 3 (2001)
31-60; A. Pentkovsky and T. Pentkovskaya [A. M. Pentkovskiî, T. V. Pentkovskaq],
‘Sinaîskiî Apostol (Sin. slav. 39): Istoriq teksta i istoriq rukopisi’,
Lingvistiweskoe istownikovedenie i istoriq russkogo qzxka 2002-2003
(Moscow, 2003), pp. 121-171.
25
Cf. Nicolas Cabasilas, Explication de la Divine Liturgie, trad. et notes de S. Salaville,
e
2 éd. munie du text grec, revue et augmentée par R. Bornert, J. Gouillard, P. Périchon,
Sources chrétiennes 4bis (Paris, 1967), p. 68.
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